May 20, 2014

Coos County Planning Department
250 N. Baxter
Coos County Courthouse
Coquille, OR 97423

Subject: HBCU 1306

I am writing on behalf of Blue Ridge LNG and the following individuals:

Daniel Fox, Nova and Ellen Lovell, Dusty Clarke, John Caughell, Sherry Church, James Davenport, Ronald Foord, Gary Gunnell, Victor Elam, David and Emily McGriff, John and Mary Muenchrath, Curtis Pallin, Jean Stalcup, Dee Willis, Mike Washburn, Will Wright, Shane Johnson, Jason Messerle, Jeff Messerle, David Messerle, Jake Robinson, Karen Solomon, John Szymik, Fred Messerle, Mark and Melody Sheldon

We are all affected landowners on the current proposed route between MP 11.3 and 21.6. All of us have intervener status and have been working closely with FERC and Williams on the development of the Blue Ridge alternate route alignment versus the current proposed route through the rural resident neighborhoods of Catching Slough, Stock Slough, Old Wagon Road, Boone Creek, and South Sumner Road.

The PCGP Modified Blue Ridge 2013 Route as filed with FERC on 6/6/13 deserves to receive a “Hearings Body Conditional Use Approval”. This alternate alignment (filed 12/6/13) meets the applicable County criteria as evidence by the County’s approval of the existing proposed route between MP 11.3 and MP 21.6.

Please accept this letter as our support for this application. This alternate segment alignment moves the proposed alignment out of the afore mentioned rural residential neighborhoods and thus has much less impact conflict and risk to people and private property.

Mark Sheldon

Blue Ridge LNG